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All question are compulsory
There are 20 MCQ questions
Tick the most appropriate answer
1)The period during which human beings depended on stone for their survival is the __________
i)Stone Age
ii)Tool Age
iii)Bronze Age
iv)Iron Age
2)The Stone Age is classified into ____________sub –periods.
i)four
ii)two
iii)three
iv)five
3)Lines running parallel to the Equator are called
i)longitudes
ii)latitudes
iii)meridian
iv)time line
4)The total number of parallels are
i)90
ii)181
iii)180
iv)41
5) The zone that lies between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn is called the ___________zone
i)Frigid
ii)torrid
iii)temperate
iv)freezing
6)Total number of heat zones of the Earth are
i)five
ii)six
iii)Three
iv)Four
7)The word Frigid
i)hot
ii)cold
iii)wet
iv) rainy
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8)The Earth rotates through 360®of longitudes in about
i)24 hours
ii)5 hours
iii) 365 days
iv) 288 days
9)The world has been divided into _______-time zones
i)15
ii)20
iii)24
iv) None of the above
10)40,000 BCE was in which period
i)Palaeolithic
ii)Mesolithic
iii)Neolithic
iv) Chalcolithic
11)Microliths are made in this period
i)Palaeolithic
ii)Mesolithic
iii)Neolithic
iv) Chalcolithic
12)In Hunsgi valley, stone tools were made using
i) Lime stone
ii)Chert
iii)None of them
iv) Both of them
13)The earliest tools were
i) Core tools
ii)Flake tools
iii) Pebble tools
iv) Microliths
14)Early humans lived in Groups called
i)Bands
ii) Gang
iii)Nomads
iv)Crew
15)In the beginning ,the early humans were
i) Food producers
ii) Food gatherers and hunters
iii)Hunters
iv)Manufacturers
16)Early humans wore
i) wool

ii)silk
iii)animal skin
iv)cloth
17)Handwritten records of the past in the form of books are called
i) scripts
ii)manuscripts
iii)inscriptions
iv) vedas
18) A spherical representation of the Earth is called a
i)map
ii) globe
iii)sphere
iv) circle
19)We calculate the time according to the position of the
i)Sun
ii)Moon
iii)Both
iv) only i and ii
20)The Standard Meridian of India is
i)82 ½ ®W
ii)90®S
iii)82 ½ ®E
iv)None of these

